From Dance Field House Saturday Night

Saturday night at the Field House the Freshman Class will be honored at an informal dance. Decorations will carry Honky-Tonk theme decided on at a Freshman meeting last week.

Under the direction of Miss Croom and Frank Bryan, some fine arrangements will be given. Refreshments and table and sweet drinks will be provided in the adjoining gym for the pleasure of those attending.

Price of admission, $1.00 stag and $1.50 couple, will be collected at the door only. Tentative arrangements for an orchestra are being made, but there may be a delicacy come and be surprised. The committee for the dances are working under the supervision of the recently-elected class officers: Glenn M. Seabury, Jr., President; Midlands Schuman, Vice President; Charles Hohn, Sec-Treas; Frank Salammod, Welfare manager. All students interested will carry out Honky-Tonk of the Freshman dance with all traditional decoration and the pleasure of those attending.

Croom and Frank Bryan, some fine guys will be returned in plenty of time. The ears will leave at 3 a.m. from Artus House. Two dollars covers all costs, and all registration should have been in by September 11.

Remember, full patronage of the Freshman dance is going to be an informal party on Saturday night, and Holly Commission will be held Sunday morning. The camp will be controlled by the Reverend Conrad M. Reese and Mrs. Cacron.
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Ingredients will hold a semi-formal dance at Sallyport for the purpose of electing the recently-elected class officers: Charles Hohn, Sec-Treas; Midge Schumann, Vcede-Pres.; Glenn M. Seabury, Jr., President; Bill Henry, Secretary; Bobby Jones, and John Nair, and Ellen Picton. Dick Rosencrantz will report on the developments of Sallyport—And they say movies are an entertainment. Said gory number is called "Room Service" and is based on the stage play "Room Service." There will be a number of good movie numbers. Said gullible guy fancies himself to be an actor and is trying to produce his own musical show, meanwhile keeping the dope alive—And for a time he does. The dope manager is the Reverend Charles A. F. Anthony, who is in the present line of President. The other candidates for that position are Frank Allen, J. E. Anthony, Miles Croom, Bob (Suitie) Jaynes, and Bob Tomforde.
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Brag! Brag! Although the Cheer Leaders who were elected last March will not have served a whole year in that position, there will be no election of new leaders. Dick Rosencrantz and Miles Tomforde are the old Cheer Leaders who are running for re-election, and Dick is the present line of President. The other candidates for that position are Frank Allen, J. E. Anthony, Miles Croom, Bob (Suitie) Jaynes, and Bob Tomforde.
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Experience Counts

MILDRED MC CALL
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THRASHER


Elections are important in any democracy. If you are old enough to vote, you should take part in them by casting your ballot for candidates you believe will represent your interests and values. Your vote is your way of saying who you want to be the leaders in your community.

Elections are not just about electing officials. They are also about making sure that the people who represent you understand your concerns and work to address them. If you are not satisfied with the actions of your elected officials, you can vote for someone else in the next election.

Elections are important because they give people a chance to participate in the democratic process. If you are not registered to vote, you can register to vote at the Bureau of Elections in the Office of the Secretary of State in Austin or online at votetexas.gov. Registering to vote is free, and it is not a hard process. Just make sure you are registered to vote before the next election.

By voting, you are showing your commitment to democracy and to the future of our country. Your vote is a powerful tool that you can use to shape the direction of your community and your nation.
Second Week Shows Squad Practice Hard at Work

Jack Jolin

Football practice is now well into its second week. The ground has dried up so that the squad can really get in some hard work. Coach Neely has called scrimmages and more pushovers so as to whip the boys into shape.

Along with having one of the most attractive home games line-ups in many a year, the OWLS have one of the hardest seasons that they have ever faced. The blue and grey practice. This fact may save us later.

in the season if we happen to be plagued by injuries.

We have nineteen men out for the backfield slots and out of this large mass of material; we should be able to get at least two presentable backfields. At the present time Lawrence, Shaprio, Patch, Walsley, Seabrook, Newman, Wright, Westa, and Rose look like they are going to have to take over these positions; however, Toon, Bolton, and Seliff are trying to break in to the big eight.

The loss of Taylor has weakened our material. Bradbeer, Bob Smith, and George Grininger are our present first string men. With the fourth man up as much as a mystery to me as to you.

We are strong at tackle because of Zelman, Wright, Turner, and How ard. Cox, Nichols, and Tavunas make up a strong trio of guards. The center slot is still a big big question mark. Davenport and Tate are currently battling for first string.

A gentleman who will see plenty of action this coming season with Uncle Sam’s eleven.

and for Assistant Business Manager of the Thresher, Jane Rauliff is unopposed.

My Friends

In the Senior Class, the race for President of the Class will be between Davis Parcell and Bob Smith. There is a four-way contest for the two-presidents position: Alice Martin, Dorothy Ruth French, Rosemary Grinstein, and Margie Ryles. Bill Gerhardt and Glynne Journey are candidates for Secretary-Treasurer of the Class. The senior class will also select three members to the Student Council and those will be selected from the following: Sadie Allen, Martha Shaw, Alice Parcell, Lawrence Davis, Doris DeRamus, and John Van De Mark.

Boys and Girls

The Lineman of the Year will be selected from the following: Mignonette Berg, Peggy Mays, and Dorothy West.

The Sophomore Class will also select their three candidates—Ann Martin, Margee Scott, and Madge West. Mildred McClary, who has served on the Thresher since her Freshman year, and Catherine Thompson are favored to win the position of Assistant Editor of the Thresher. Miss McClary was an Associate Editor of the Thresher during her entire Freshman year,

The Secretary of the Student Council of the Campanile are Kathleen Carson and Kathleen Smith. A Business Manager of the Thresher, Etellle Walker is unopposed. Candidates for Assistant Business manager of the Campanile are Joyce Barwick, Mary Jane Ellis, and Pat West.
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lk, and L. B. Cox at wingback. Further discussion of our remaining six opponents will be out next Thursday.

Our own squad has really been getting down to head-kneading recently, and they are beginning to look good. Of course there are many rough spots yet to be ironed out, and time is going short. Blocking is still woefully ragged, but is improving daily with constant effort.

Particular credit for improvement goes to Dan Davenport, who has learned his assignments with much greater speed than was expected, and to Bill Sargent, who has picked up a lot of speed and drive since last year. Fred Brehm is certainly looking good in the backfield, and Nick Mathias is doing his usual expert job in the line. Other are equally deserving of praise—for example Charlie Hight and Graham Bolton, and just about anybody you can think of.
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Dear Madam Editor,

I believe that A. S. Puckett is unkindly alarmed at the future of our country. He fears that the whole of the intelligent youth of the land is developing the admitt- ingly somewhat breakish and entailed attitudes shown in the letters of the V-12 and 4-F of recent Thresheres. However, if he will look about him, he will find most of the youth is still plodding along the deserted paths of conservatism, seldom or never deviating to complain of unsatisfactory conditions.

How much better off we would be if there were more of the type who will strike when their toes are stepped upon. The trouble now is that too many people are excessively conservative.

If they are born in the South, they vote democratic even if a yellow dog is the party's nominee; if too many people are excessively conservative, they vote democratic even if a yel- low dog is the party's nominee; if too many people are excessively conservative, they vote democratic even if a yel-

Sincerely,

Ed. Bryan

DEPENBOCK
DORIS JEAN
Senior Representative
STUDENT COUNCIL
ELECT
SARA MEREDITH
Sophomore
Vice-President
PUBLICATIONS ARE HER
LINE — SUPPORT
LAWREAN DAVIS
FOR
Campanile Editor

NO. 3. Puckett, the "adolescent revolt" of which you speak will not stifle the postwar world. Rather, we will see all our progress to youth and to adults with youthful ideals; people who are not afraid to speak out (even impudently at times) and who don't run headlong away from new or different ideas.

The sentiment and idealism of youth may truly be dormant without wine, and if it is, then, what our country and the world needs is more of this type of intre- stion.

Sincerely,

Ed. Bryan

BOB SMITH
Senior President
Kathleen Carter
for Business Mgr.
Campanile

THE STAFF'S CHOICE...

PEG MONROE
for CAMPAÑILE EDITOR

DAVE PARRISH
for PRESIDENT of the SENIOR CLASS
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Walter Slesak, Adele Menjou and Eugene Palette.

"Manne Reuber" follows the war and deals with the fighting at Guadalcanal. The story, then, is a war picture. The story, then, is a war picture.
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